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New product for Ants 
We are doing some trials with Quantum ant gel by      
Maxforce at the moment.  It has been passed for use 
in lawns and there is a bait station which we can leave 
with customers, that is passed for amateur use.  This 
means that ants can be controlled outside more   
readily and safely prior to them getting into the fabric 
of a building.  In conjunction with the ant gel, there 
are the pinpoint bait stations that can be stuck to 
walls or just placed on the floor or under cupboards 
that contain the gel.  In  conjunction with bait points 
such as the AF pinpoint, we can use the crevice       
devices; there is one called the peel and stick or the 
place and toss; which means it can be thrown into 
voids but retrieved on a fine line.  This means that all 
baits can safely be removed after an ant treatment.  
We are looking forward to monitoring the   results of 
our first job with these baits. 

This is the latest visitor to our 
bird   table; the Assured Environ-
mental    Services  pheasant!  His 
feathers are getting very shiny 
on a nice diet of black sunflower 
seeds and peanuts, which he 
demands most mornings        
outside the office window! 

Remember to check out our facebook page, 
search for assured-enviro to see what we 
have been doing ... 

Stuck in the mud!  
Whilst mole trapping this spring, 
Adam found a very muddy     resting 
place!  He tried to creep off before 
John managed to take a picture of the 
stricken quad... Which we later pulled 
out! 

Illustration of both winged and non– winged 
ants; as you can see they can be quite large 
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Recently Adam Barrett, Paul Atkinson, John Driver and Liam Stott successfully took and passed the new     
revised RSPH level 2 certificate in Pest Management.  This was a course taken at Killgerm chemicals, our main 
supplier, and they are the first company to provide the new level of course with the practical assessment  
aspect to it. It is quite a technical course and difficult to pass. Killgerm are the first supplier in the UK to     
successfully train   candidates to achieve this qualification, and in conjunction with the RSPH (Royal Society 
for Public Health), invited those who passed to attend an awards lunch in London.  Their certificates were 
presented by RSPH’s Chief Executive, Professor Richard Parish.  

ASSURED ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICIANS FIRST TO ACHIEVE  
NEW LEVEL CERTIFICATES 

The Eden Rivers Trust and their work 

Recently Alistair attended a meeting for the Eden Rivers Trust; they do      
fantastic work on the river Eden which flows through the Lake District & 
Yorkshire Dales National Parks, the North Pennines, the Solway coast Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and the Hadrian’s Wall Heritage site.  It 
is 130km – 80 miles long.  Alistair hopes to give them some volunteer work 
and has put himself forward to help on the steering group.  The Eden Rivers 
Trust is the only charity dedicated to the conservation and protection of the 
river Eden. Contact them on www.edenriverstrust.org.uk 

(above left; John Driver receiving his certificate from Professor Richard Parish (picture courtesy of RSPH), and 
above right, Alistair McEntyre (Managing Director), John Driver, Adam Barrett and Paul Atkinson). 

Keep your eye out for wasps nests while gardening and moving the compost 
heap, or when moving items in and out of your garden shed; we are already 
treating our first few wasps nests, we were called to our first one on 10th May!    



A new Recycling Bin! 
We have had to re-assess how we 
deal with our waste streams at        
Assured Environmental.  Available 
from SITA, as we found out recently, 
is a recycling bin into which you can 
put any recyclable material, whether 
it is cans, bottles, plastic bottles,     
paper, cardboard, cloth or steel.  They 
are very reasonably priced on a 
weekly collection and it gives us  
documentation on how our waste is 
handled. 
We are also currently looking at pur-
chasing an incinerator for the  correct    
disposal of other waste streams.    
Doing work within the waste industry 
makes us realise how important it is 
to deal with these  issues correctly. 

It’s fly time again... 
We have had our first fly screen and electric fly killer unit enquiry of the season; we can  supply and fit any fly 
screen or fly killer unit you care to mention.  There are now many different fly killer units on the market, 
each for a specialist application or situation.  These could be front of house machines like the sundew which 
are discreet yet effective, or large industrial units for more demanding environments.  On the whole, we   
usually sell the high quality but reasonably priced 22w compact circline fly killer machines for most food 
premises.    
As part of our service we also offer an annual tube change for your fly killer unit, the cost of which includes 
both the supply and fitting of the tubes.  We will give your machine a clean out at the same time!  

EFK machines pictured 
are the Sundew (left) a 
popular front of house 
model, and the       
compact c ircl ine       
machine (right) which 
is ideal for  kitchens 
and small to medium 
sizes food premises.  

We are carrying out experimen-
tal management of pondweed, 
now that so many products have 
been taken off the   market to 
control aquatic weeds, we are 
currently looking at cutting and 
raking methods and how         
effective they are. If you have 
any specialist weed treatments 
that require attention, please 
don’t hesitate to contact us. 
 
(pictured: Himalayan Balsam, 
       Impatiens glandulifera) 

Weed control 
With the better weather just starting to appear our thoughts are 
turning to weed killing,   control of invasive species and blanket 
weed killing.  We have already had an enquiry for bracken control 
on a project in the Yorkshire Dales.  We are also helping out with a   
programme of controlling Himalayan Balsam (Impatiens glanduli-
flora).  These are very   interesting jobs to be involved with, along 
with our regular jobs of keeping sites weed free and neat and tidy.  
We are looking forward to spring and the start of growth in some 
areas and to seeing the effectiveness of last year’s large job on 
Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica).  

3 pronged attack to control flies on farms. 
The ideal time to control flies on farms is to start early.  It may surprise you but control methods need to be 
implemented as early as April in problem areas, especially poultry units. This firstly involves the erection of 
Spy boards which are a sugar based granular control for adult flies.  They also have the additional property of 
a pheromone within the product which lures flies to the boards.  The flies feed on these boards and this kills 
them, therefore with there being less adult flies, they can’t breed and lay eggs and this  minimises the    
problem. Only 15% of any flies development cycle is in the adult stage (the fly), the rest is taken up with 
eggs, larvae (maggots) and pupae. Secondly there is the use of Oxyfly, which is a micro-encapsulated          
formulation that is used as a residual surface spray that kills adult flies.  The micro-encapsulation of the     
formulation ensures its longevity in a harsh environment such as an animal husbandry unit.  We usually only 
use this when we are called to a premises that has a serious fly problem already, we use it as a knock down 
to gain a swift control of the adult fly population. Finally we use Neporex. This is a larvicide which basically 
prevents a maggot developing any further in its life cycle so it will never become a fly. Before flies become a 
serious problem we carry out an inspection to find larvae in the dung pits. When larvae are found Neporex is 
applied to areas where maggots congregate and flies lay their eggs for the   larvae development.  Treating 
areas where maggots breed really gets to the heart of the problem. If the treated area is left undisturbed and 
depending on dilution rate of the product when applied, the Neporex can remain effective for up to 6 weeks. 
This Novartis product is incredibly effective; we have used on numerous occasions with brilliant effect,      
especially in agricultural and waste management situations. 
With a number of jobs carried out on farms to date, we are improving our treatment technique all the time, 
becoming more efficient with chemicals which help both the environment and the costs to the farmer. Back 
at our depot where we make the Spy boards prior to them going out to site; our system has become a lot 

Fly control on Farms 

Most farms can have a problem with flies to a varying 
degree.  These more often than not are house flies 
(Musca domestica) and lesser house flies (Fannia canicu-
laris).  The most common areas that these are found in 
are either calf pens, poultry or pig units.  Until recently 
people only had the option of either ultra violet fly killer 
units or knock down aerosol sprays to control these flies. 
In the last few years there have been    developments in 
control methods suitable to combat these problems.  A 
company called   Novartis has been looking at the    
problem, has studied it in depth and has come up with a 

cleaner and efficient, all 
reducing time and     
therefore costs. We also 
implement a detailed and 
scheduled fly control  
programme for custom-
ers so flies never get to 
problem levels. 
Fly control certainly 

seems to have moved on 

since the days of sticky fly 

papers and a rolled up 

newspaper! (spraying 

with Neporex (top), a 

sample spy board and   

attaching a spy board) 
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